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come up over your hips anyway, yet when the w.ter comes out with these sudden

spurts it would go over your head so you have to see about how 'often they come

and try to plan it so as to be sure not to be under when one of them comes

I would think that yOu. could do that fairly easily. There is no great danger

if you are careful. The other is that when you walk through it is well to do it

in the early morning because if you do it a little later there are Arab

women at least there were when I was over there where the water comes out of

the pool washing their clothesand as you come through you muddy the water

and they don't like it and they are apt to throw stones and pieces of mud

at yo when you come throui. So it is well t0 do it in a time of ay when they

are not using it for wahhing c&othes. 1880 it was discovered, and it was put

up by by Heaekiah when trying to

protect against Sennacharib thortly before 700 B. C.

(Question) Maybe, he would have. As a matter of fact he didn't actually

besége erusalem at all. They did this hurriedly in order to protect the city

from his coming. He was coming zx from a long distance away. Whether he would

have known that or not. I suppose before he came he put notices in all

the papers that anybody who hac photographs o the area around -Jerusalem should

bring them in in order that he could learn exactly what the situation was in

different places. But even so you can't always guess sufficiently to know the

full details of coming into a strange land far away like that, he might not know

about it. They, of course, would cover it up just as carefully as possible.

There are many stream beds in Palestine which are dry most of, the yea

Unless he had someone who was familiar with the Jxxpl situation beforehand and,

,-new that this one was always flowing there would be no reason to feel certain

that there was a stream there. It would be a very unusual thing to do--to

divert a stream like this and to dig li1hs on:the ground. There would be a

good ch'0e that he wouldn't find it. It wasnt as if it were--J- believe in this
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